FIRST French Youth & Teenagers Internet Governance Forum

On the 25\textsuperscript{th} of May 2011 took place First French Youth & Teenagers Internet Governance Forum at the Council of Europe, Strasbourg (France). Participants and active actors of the meeting were young people from French colleges, a number of them situated in socially difficult areas, aged from 13 to 16 years old. The issues discussed by Young people from the multistakeholder perspective were:

- Rights and responsibilities on the Internet
- Copyright
- Use of ICT during school time

Message to the Information Society Leaders

1. Rights and responsibilities on the Internet

   - Internationally recognized Charter on the safe and responsible use of the Internet, signed by users via ISPs
   - Creation of an international / national label of the quality and secure websites delivered to the websites owners
   - Continuation of awareness raising campaigns with more involvement of VIP

2. Copyright

   - Better adaptation of prices/ lower rates and the development of competitive packages and pre-paid cards
   - Creation of a bonus system/ available lists and information on legal downloading sites
   - Creation of dialogues, associating Youth and students concerning copyright issues and possible solutions
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3. School & ICT

- Establishment of a list of existing useful and reliable sites for young people and students’ educational use

- Creation of a national site with a detailed school year program, bibliographical references and the development of online courses

- Establishment of social prices rates of Internet connection and computer equipment

Media and press contacts:
TaC-Together against Cybercrime
Tel.: +33 3 69 73 14 60
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Follow us on Facebook

**TaC – Together against Cybercrime** is a non-profit making organisation against cybercrime with the main goal to fight eCrimes at an individual level. TaC is a bridge between the gathered information coming from different sectors involved in the fight against cybercrime and our society in order to eliminate and wipe out eCrimes.

[www.againstcybercrime.eu](http://www.againstcybercrime.eu)